Who Can Help? | What Can They Help You With?
---|---
**Reception**
*Administrative Assistant, Graduate Program*
604 822 7473 | student.services@nursing.ubc.ca
academic.support@nursing.ubc.ca
doctoral.exams@nursing.ubc.ca
---
**T248G Vladimir Petchkovsky**
*Administrative Assistant, Undergraduate Program*
604 822 0380 | bsnprogram@nursing.ubc.ca
v.petchkovsky@ubc.ca
---
- Program systems support (CourseEval, Canvas, PeP, STS & FSC)
- General inquiries and assistance
- Program related document submission
- BSN courses and Non-BSN Electives
- Blog and Newsletter
---
**T248D Ruxandra Vasiljevic**
*Coordinator, Undergraduate Admissions (BSN)*
604 822 9754 | information@nursing.ubc.ca
ruxandra.vasiljevic@nursing.ubc.ca
---
- Admissions inquiry
- Admissions eligibility & requirements
- Application support
---
**T248A Gino Kim**
*Coordinator, Graduate Admissions (PhD, MSN, MPH/MSN & MN)*
604 822 7446 | inquiries@nursing.ubc.ca
gino.kim@ubc.ca
---
- Clinical placements inquiry
- Clinical placements requirements
- Clinical placements system support
---
**T248H Natalie Senko**
*Placement Coordinator, Undergraduate Program*
604 827 2508 | bsn.placements@nursing.ubc.ca
natalie.senko@ubc.ca
---
- Out-of-Sync Student Support
- CRNBC Employed Student Registrant Forms
- Employed Student Nurse Letter of Good Standing
- BSN program completions
- BSN exam and course schedules
---
**T248F Chris Sale**
*Placement Coordinator, Graduate Program*
604 827 2355 | chris.sale@ubc.ca
---
- Awards and Scholarship inquiries
- Navigating UBC
- School-wide student groups and initiative
- General student and academic services inquiries and feedback
---
**T248E Kelly Southam**
*Records & Scheduling Assistant*
604 822 7489 | kelly.southam@ubc.ca
---
- Graduate Student Assistance
- Doctoral exams requirements and milestones (PhD, MSN, MPH/MSN & MN)
---
**T248B Rana Hakami**
*Manager, Student Services*
604 822 7497 | rana.hakami@nursing.ubc.ca
---
- General student assistance
- School-wide student groups and initiative
- General student and academic services inquiries and feedback